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BROACHURE FOR GUNS
1.AI Gun Universal :-

Product Description:
We are an acclaimed firm involved in offering premium quality AI Gun Universal.
These guns are manufactured by using premium quality raw materials. These guns can be
used along with straws of different dimensions. These are manufactured using highly
qualitative stainless steel. The presence of three stainless steel tubes in the gun gives it
more strength. These guns are available along with two free-sealing rings and gun
containers. These universal guns are priced economically.

Features:
1.User-friendly
2.Durable
3.Damage-resistant

Specification:





A.I Gun Universal can be used with 0.25cc and .05cc straw.
Made from high Quality Stainless steel.
Three Stainless steel tubes in gun to give more strength.
Comes with two free sealing ring and gun container.

2.AI Gun Universal Self Lock:-

Product Description:
Our product array comprises of premium quality AI Gun Universal Locking. These
locking guns are manufactured in adherence to industry-specified guidelines of quality.
These can be used with straw of different sizes. These universal locking guns are
manufactured using premium quality stainless steel and are available to clients at budgetfriendly market prices. Three stainless steel tubes are present in the gun to ensure better
strength. The sheath can be released by pressing the release lever. A plunger locking
device is present to prevent the plunger from falling while being handled.

Features:




High strength
Easy to use
Damage-resistant

Specification:








A.I Gun Universal SELF LOCKING can be used with 0.25cc and .05cc straw.
Made from high Quality Stainless steel.
Three Stainless steel tubes in gun to give more strength.
Sheath can be released by pressing release lever.
Plunger locking device avoid falling of plunger during handling.
Ring is not used, therefore no chance of misplacing it.
Comes with a gun container.

3.AI Universal Gun:-

Product Description:
Our array of products comprises of premium quality AI Universal Gun. These gun locks
are manufactured as per industrial quality guidelines. These self-locking guns are
available to clients at economical market prices. These guns are manufactured sing
premium quality raw materials and components as per industry-specified guidelines.
These self locking guns are available to clients at budget-friendly market prices.
Features:




Self-locking
Durable
Damage-resistant

4.Universal AI Gun:-

Product Description:
We offer a wide range of veterinary products to our clients such as Surgical Universal
AI Gun. These guns are manufactured by using premium quality raw materials in
accordance to industry-specified quality guidelines by using raw materials of the best
quality. These guns boast of user-friendly features, which is why their demand in the
veterinary industry is high. These universal guns are available to clients at leading market
prices in various

Features:




Easy to use
Damage-resistant
Durable

